PATIENT AND PHARMACIST INTERACTIONS IN SELF MEDICATION IN MAKASSAR
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ABSTRACT

Self-medication is a conscious effort to heal itself through the purchase of medicines needs directly to the pharmacy. Self medication is a form of health behavior essentially a person's reaction to stimuli with illness and disease, health care system, and the environment. As one of health supplier services, pharmacists play big roles and responsibilities to self medication. These roles and responsibilities are based on pharmaceutical care philosophy. The objective of this research is to reveal the interaction relationship between actors in social process that cause self medication action to happen in Makassar. This research is a qualitative research, using 6 informants as data source which is collected using deep observation and interview. The result of this research shows that communication between actors in self medication does not go smoothly, which is seen from many drug misuse cases within Makassar society. From the observation of the informants, it was found a case of long term misuses of deksamethason and cyproheptadine to raise appetite, prednisone dan phenylbutazone to cure rheumatic as well as CTM, prednisone, and aminophylline to heal asthma disease in long term. The drug misuse continues to be repeated due to the absence of public information available about the drugs they use, especially to the side effects of these drugs when they are repeatedly used continuously in the long run. The implication of these drug misuses can cause degenerative diseases along with a bunch of consequences. Based on this fact, it can be concluded that the interaction between actors (patient-pharmacist) in self medication action within Makassar society does not run well.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Self medication is one of the society efforts to keep their health. According to World Health Organization data [¹], in many countries, up to 80% people who get sick try to take self medication by themselves. While the data in Indonesia show that around 60% people take self medication using modern drugs as first action when they get sick [²].

Some factors such as social economy, easy access on drug products, disease and rehabilitation management, demography and epidemiology, reformation of health sectors and the availability of new easy-to-use products take parts in increasing self medication act [³].

Pharmacists play important roles and big responsibilities on self medication. This pharmacist role and responsibility based on pharmaceutical care philosophy. Based on this philosophy, pharmacist responsibilities are to identify, solve, and prevent drug-related problems from happening, so optimum therapy results can be achieved. More specifically, pharmacist responsibilities to self medication act of the society have been formulated by The International Pharmaceutical Federation (FIP) and The World Self Medication Industry (WSMI) in one collective agreement. The agreement claims that pharmacist responsibilities to self medication are to give suggestion and to accompany patients in choosing proper drug, to provide information about side effects that might occur in pharmacy industries, to suggest reconciliation to the doctor, and to tell the right way to store drug [⁴]. Whereas, according to WHO, the pharmacist functions and responsibilities to self medication are that of communicator, quality drug supplier, trainer and supervisor, collaborator, and health promoter [⁵].

The result of initial observation at some pharmacies in Makassar shows that pharmacists haven’t done their job properly yet. In pharmacies, the consumers (patients) usually just give the recipe, pay, and take the drugs. Even when the patients take the drugs, there is almost no information given by the employees of the
Self medication has both advantages and disadvantages. One of self medication advantages is that the drugs needed are already available in the drug case. Another advantage is that self medication is cheaper, fast, and easy and does burden the implementation of health system and can be done by the patients themselves, which saves one's budget and doctor's fee, immediately get back to work. However, self medication also has disadvantages such as drugs misuse, harmful side effects occurrence and metabolism change due to long term use of certain drugs. In this case, the drugs which are used might trigger degenerative diseases such as hypertension, diabetes, and renal.

This research is conducted because in most cases self medication in Makassar tends to increase, even though there is no definite numbers that proves the fact because substantively self medication is done individually. However, the indication of the case increase can be predicted through one of the selling and distributing drugs result data from three pharmacies which are the objects of this research. The amount of free drug sale income result in the last three years continues to increase, which is identified to has been caused by many important factors, such as: (1) society knowledge about serious and light diseases and medical need, (2) availability and easier access of the need of drugs which are sold freely and commercially in many drugstores and pharmacies and (3) traditional/alternative medication as part of national health system have become more and more expanded and acceptable. Social implication of self medication increase in Makassar can be seen that the society tend to have cheaper medication.

Based on previous various explanation, it is can that self medication has become an alternative taken by the society to increase medical availability to cure diseases. The later problem is that self medication can become the cause of medication error. The Case which is observed in this research is the long term misuse of certain drugs.

The objective of this research is to reveal interaction relationship between actors in social process that causes self medication act to happen in Makassar. Social change interaction in this case is reciprocity communication between actors in self medication act between individual actors with pharmacist personnel in pharmacies.

2. RESEARCH METHODS

This research was categorized as a qualitative research, which was conducted on long term drug misuse cases (more than 6 months). The cases that were observed included: (1) the desire to boost body weight using cyproheptadine and deksamethason, (2) the cure of rheumatic using phenylbutazone and prednisone, (3) the cure of asthma using three variants drugs which are CTM, aminophylline, and prednisone. Data collecting was done using deep observation and interview on 6 patients of self medication actors in Makassar who used the drug as informants. Then conducted focus group discussions with pharmacists who are practitioners and academicians. This research was conducted on September 2013.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this research, it was found that there were six drugs misuse cases through self medication. Self medication using drugs irrationally was found within mid to low level economy society. This research observation result showed that the drugs which they used caused side effects which were fatal when used in long term. Interview results from six informants showed that they used the drugs upon the information from their friends and closest family based on proves from other people who succeeded in using the drugs. This act is upon social exchange theory which was claimed by Homans that surroundings have big influences on someone’s behavior.

Self medication which was stated in this research is a continuous act or behavior which was caused by the interaction between the societies as health seekers with the pharmacists did not go smoothly in purchasing the drugs. Less effective and communicative interactions between actors caused the society to take the next self medication using deksamethason and cyproheptadine to fatten the body, especially the misuse of certain drugs which were forbidden to be taken without doctor's recipe, or at least were appropriate with the function and use of drug that they consumed.

Less effective interaction relationship between actors in self medication can be seen clearly from the lack of knowledge of the society about the term "self medication". Research interview result showed that the purchase of drugs by society was just an effort to cure diseases practically. Wrong self medication found in the society was caused by the easy of obtaining the drugs freely from the pharmacies.
Negative self medication case was quite easily found in the use of drugs category ciproheptadine and deksamethason to fatten the body, which obtained from the following information: that informants bought deksamethason and ciproheptadine to raise fatten the body based on information from friends as mutual traders at the market, and by witnessing the direct prove of the effects on that friend.

Based on the information above, it could be known that the informants consumed various drugs category ciproheptadine and deksamethason without sufficient knowledge of these drugs use. Another informant said that he used the drug because after consuming the drug, the body became fat, his sleep got more comfortable.

The continuous drug misuses became worse because pharmacists did not give education, in this case, information to the consumers about the effects of the drugs as well as the goal of medication in proper ways so that the society as consumers would just use the drugs properly which would be suitable with the benefits they felt. Less appetite and sleep became the reasons why the two variants of the drugs were consumed. After consuming the drugs, the raise of body weight and fat and also good quality sleep encouraged them to continue consuming the drugs. Self medication act truly could be harmful because it did not properly follow the rules of drugs use.

Basically, humans need many things in building social relationship including expressing purposes, goals, and hopes to get response (reaction) from another. Feedback relationship (action-reaction) in sociology is called social interaction. This is implied if someone (consumer) need drugs information from pharmacist at a pharmacy and a pharmacist is expected to give positive responses by providing optimum drugs information services. Therefore, direct communication that shows social interaction between them will happen.

Another drug misuse happened in rheumatic cure. Information from informant made us know that they used phenylbutazone and prednisone according to cure rheumatic because their friends also consumed the drugs. And after consuming the drug, their rheumatic relapsed. Therefore they consumed the drugs continuously to prevent relapses.

The same goes for the cure of asthma which was done by the society through self medication using three various drugs, namely CTM, aminophylline, and prednisone. The informants we met said they had been using the drugs to cure asthma disease for 2 years continuously. The reason to use the drug was because the same drugs were given by a nurse at a place they diagnosed their health. Because of the effective effects and it was easy to get drug in pharmacy, they were encouraged to take self medication. Another reason which was said by the informants was related to additional cost when they had consultation with health staff that they were left with no choice but to buy drugs freely in pharmacy.

The easy ways of getting drugs also backed self medication act, which was supported by the increase numbers of pharmacies and drug stores in Indonesia. Seeing the development from 2007 to 2009, the growing numbers of pharmacies compared to the numbers of distribution channels increased relatively stable in which one pharmacy will serve ± 17.800 people. A phenomenon which was seen in Makassar also showed increase numbers of pharmacies and drug stores as well as new development occurred in drug purchase service through pharmacies. Now pharmacies do not only serve to deliver drugs to houses, but also they are open on 24 hours, up to accepting orders by phone (delivery service). The easy ways like these had contribution in self medication.

All the information explained above and according to focus group discussion result, it can be understood that interaction relationship between self medication actors with pharmacists or pharmacist staffs must be built well, in this case pharmacist staffs were expected to be initiative in giving information about drugs. In this case, Pharmacist staffs were those who understood how to drugs were consumed well by the society especially about doses, side effects, the ways to use, contra indication and possible effect of long term use. Therefore, the diseases that would not stop to recover if medication is continued, it is recommended to see a doctor.

According to self medication cases above, it was shown that interaction tendency between actors in self medication did not go smoothly. On pharmacy side, drugs purchase by consumers was not followed by the efforts to give drugs information service. Whereas on the society side as consumers, the purchase of various drugs which type and category were not suitable for their main healing the functions was especially just based on the information from their surroundings or on effects experience and benefits obtained by people in their surroundings. Especially when they did not feel any harmful side effects during the use of the drugs because they had never had a check up on their health. This also made them continuously took self medication act in the society.

Therefore, any specific efforts and real actions from pharmacies in socializing the information about drugs use to consumers were needed so that the drugs would not turn to be harmful to body health either periodically or permanently. Therefore, continuous drugs information service functions needed to be optimized

The research result above showed that the interactions were the main components of social process in the field of society health. Interaction in this case was feedback communication between individuals (self medication actors) with pharmacist personnel (pharmacists) to achieve health recovery goals. This can be seen from the unavailability of maximum drug information services by pharmacists so that irrational drugs use would happen which would bring social problems to the society. According to Handayani and friends research (2006), the unavailability of information given by pharmacists was caused by a gap indication between the readiness of pharmacists to give drug information and the need of pharmacies consumer information.

The actors in the structure were concrete people in continuous actions and events happened in the world, while the structure was defined as institution (pharmacy) and human resource (staffs) which was formed by and formed repetitive social practice. It could be seen from the observation result in research location that interaction relationship between patients as actors and pharmacists at pharmacies as organization did not run. The activity was just focused on transactional pay and buy without communication on drug information service.
Duality plot of the agent-structure lied on social structure which was the outcome and also the structure fact as guide in conducting social practices in any location and time as action result. The nature of the structure was to control timeless and spaceless and also virtual, so that they could be adapted on any situation and condition [13].

Another finding in this research related to self medication act in negative way which was done by people in Makassar was the lack of government control in drugs distribution channels. On the other side, organization, corporation, institution which most focused on drugs distribution control which was consumed by the society in order to fulfill the need of health service which could not function in maximum due to classic reasons. Fund allocation to operate the work plans of work institute which was not equal to become one many reasons of poor effort in supervising efforts as well as drug distribution control which would be used by the society.

Having so-so income, the society tried to get cheap drugs and to get drug needed easily in self medication. The interrelationship between consumers and pharmacists could be seen from easy access to buy drug that they needed. This gave contribution to pharmacists to do drugs commercialization without considering safety of drugs use on the patients. The unavailability of real government control to drugs distribution caused the drug commercialization more uncontrolled. The impact of the activity could be harmful to society especially because of the repetitive drugs use which was irrational.

Data and fact showed that the distribution of light and heavy category of drugs transactional could be found at any pharmacies in Makassar. It was that monthly report on up to date drugs condition tended to be watched in black and white, without further actions such as physical examination of the drugs which was still available in pharmacies. This condition then triggered the efforts which were made possible for the pharmacy owners to continue drugs distribution to the government freely, without any worrying about the main goals of the health labors units they managed which was the establishment of good society health from time to time.

The relation data and fact which was found in the research above was relevant enough to focus group discussion result with some pharmacy managers and also with medical staffs (pharmacists, pharmacist staffs, and also doctors). The information obtained was that one important matter which needed to get serious attention from the government to prevent negative self medication act in the society was to intensify the monitoring of work plans institutionally according to health law mechanism which had been arranged clearly.

Social interaction was defined as dynamic social relationship. The social relation can be the relation between one individual and another individual, between one group another group, also between groups and individuals. There were also symbols which means were given to anyone who used them.

Social interaction is dynamic relation, which involved the relation between individual and individual, between individual and group, or between group and group in term of cooperation, competition, or conflict [12].

5. CONCLUSION

Patient and pharmacist interactions in self medication in Makassar did not go smoothly, which caused self medication act through drug misuse continued to take place. This meant that social communication between society as consumers or patients that used drugs was not facilitated well enough by pharmacists when transactional activities took place at pharmacies. This miscommunication was actually based on two processes namely (a) associative process was the existence of society compromise attitude which allowed the inability of family social and economy as base act to do self medication, and (b) dissociative process was the imbalance of some associative process which led the society be unable to fulfill the need of health service which was supposed to improve the society health quality.
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